St. Joseph’s community Khartoum, Sudan
Chronicles 2019-2022

4.5.2019 Fr. James Rector and Fr. Sudhir with Bro. James Lam had
a house assembly. We discussed about Diploma Examinations,
Supplementary results and holidays of the school for the year end.
We decided to send information to all parishes about for new intake
for 2019-2020. We requested all Parishes to sponsor their youth at
least with the administration fees rather than asking charity/
scholarships from our institute.

6.5.2019

Fr. James and Fr. Sudhir discussed about raising the
school fees from 2500 to 2700 SDG for the first and second year, and
1100 SDG for the third year.

8.5.2019 The Demonstration was spreading through the town
Khartoum. There was a kind of instabilities. The institutes were
abrupt shut down because of the security reasons. The community
decided to hold a meeting with teachers. The Supreme council send
notice to postponed diploma examinations to 26th of June all over the
country.

11.5.2019 Fr. James, Fr. Sudhir and Mr. Badradeen visited the labour office to dismiss Driver Saleh, He
was dismissed from the school.

13.5.2019 Driver Salah tried to threaten and files a case against Fr. Sudhir of defaming Sudanese people.
Fr. Sudhir was taken to the local police station. The Secretary and Driver Mohamed, teacher Busara were
called as a witness. All of them stood by the institute. The case was withdrawn with the help of Dr. Husam
and Mr. Tariq.

15.5.2019 Fr. Victor visited our community. We made a three photocopy of Arabic book for Fr. Victor and
Fr. Joseph pl.

19.5.2019 We hired 2 people to paint our school sections. This was a contemplation of long time. They
started painting of the classes.

25.5.2019 Bro. Marino from South Korea send
donations for our school – welding Department to
buy new welding machines. We bought
compressors, welding and gas machines.

30.5.2019 Fr. Charles Taban requested to resend
spare parts for Al-Obaid car.

1.6.2019

Fr. Jacob arrived from Al-Obaid to
take over the Parish from Fr. Victor. All

3.6.2019 It was the last day of Ramadan the strike
for the Sudan people in front of the command of
the army forces was removed by force at 5:00 a.m.
resulted in a number of death and injuries, people was running in all directions and some were trapped
inside, Khartoum city was closed. Citizens were closing the streets by burning tires and with stones. It was
difficult to move. All Social media were closed, Internet was disconnected all over the country.
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4.6.2019 We started painting of the workshops. We took full advantages of these lockdown and unrest.
Some teachers and employees were faithful to their work. We managed to continue inside our institute with
renovations and upgrade. There was internet cut because of the Demonstrations.

12.6.2019 We started painting of the benches of
the classrooms with the help of welding department
students.

13.6.2019 We started making ceiling for the
computer lab with the help of carpentry department.

15.6.2019 Fr. Sudhir organized staff meeting to
discuss about diploma exam and plan for the next
year 2019-2020, the first draft of the student
handbook was presented to all the teachers together
with lawyer Mr. Mansour, the meeting lasted for
four hours, during the meeting Fr. Sudhir made
know to the entire employee about the follow up
programme and new scholastic year expectations.
Miss Rosa - Nurse, Mr. Emanuel- teacher from building department refused to cooperate, Both were
dismissed.

17.6.2019 Fr. Sudhir announced two weeks holiday for the teachers because the government diploma
exams was rescheduled from 24 June to 8 July because of the demonstration, the teachers will take a two
weeks holiday after the diploma exams from 19 July to 2 August.

18.6.2019 Fr. Sudhir paid penalty for renewing residence visa for Salesians and applied for exit/re-entry
for Fr. Joseph pl.

20.6.2019 Fr. James Lual returned from Juba. Installation of the CCTV Cameras on the workshop started.
21.6.2019 Br. James lam decided to leave the congregation, he travelled back to Juba.
22.6.2019 Fr. Sudhir maintain the football ground, 20 trucks of river soil was brought to the ground. Br.

DamosYohanna came down from Al-Obaid to start English classes, he was requested to improve his
English before going to Nairobi to study theology, and delegation sponsored his English courses in the
British council.
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24.6.2019 The renovation of the ceiling in computer lab was completed, Gasper (a student and night
security) started painting the computer lab, and Fr. Sudhir bought lights to be fixed in the computer lab.

25.6.2019 Fr. Sudhir started a construction of three wash rooms for teachers near students toilets, Mr.
Bakheat from welding department did the construction.
Mr. Haftamu from welding department started to remove electric wires from the place which was to be
given to Mr. Hussam.

26.6.2019 Mr. Richard Alibe started electrical work in the computer lab.

27.6.2019 Fr. Sudhir started buying materials for juvenile workshops renovation. Br. Andrea hit the
Suzuki radiatior, the radiation replaced.

31.6.2019 Cleaning the juvenile workshops started.
1.7.2019 teachers reported a resumes to work for revision for third year students.
2.7.2019 The renovation of the classrooms ceiling started, Mr.
Hbtambu from welding department bought iron materials for windows
doors and beam. Fr. Sudhir organized meeting of HODs to revise
student handbook.

4.7.2019 Fr. Joseph pl stopped his Arabic classes to go to Nairobi.
Cleaning the juvenile workshops were completed. the will’s pump in
the school side was burned, Mr. Richard started rewinding the pump.

6.7.2019 1000 cement blocks were bought for juvenile project.
8.7.2019 Government diploma exams begun, very few students
participated because of the demonstration and a few of them was
dismissed because of their poor results in the supplementary exams.

9.7.2019 Fr. Sudhir with Mujahid and his team started interlock work
near car garage.
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11.7.2019 Interviews for teachers started, team of four Fr. James lual (director), Fr. Sudhir (administrator),
Mr. Mansour (lawyer) and the head of the department evaluated the seven candidates for different
workshops.

13.7.2019 Fr. Sudhir paid for the air tickets Fr. Joseph pl and Br. Lam.
14.7.2019

Maintenance

on

the

school

completed.

15.7.2019 We bought 25 computers for
computer lab, and Mr. Bushara completed the
ceiling renovation for the classrooms.

16.7.2019

We started refabricating
painting for all classrooms in the school.

and

18.7.2019 Staff room renovated with new
table, new ceiling and new cupboard. All the
teachers was paid overtime and sent for their
two weeks holiday.

20.7.2019 Another 20 truck of river soil was brought to the football ground, the welding students
continued to work in the juvenile workshop.

22.7.2019 Fr. Sudhir broke down encroachment
wall near CRS workshop, Dn. Allen came to help
for the computer lab, and he bought spare parts for
the computers of the community. Fr. Sudhir with
cook bought new utensils and dishes for
community kitchen.

23.7.2019 Fr. Taban sent white hilux for repairing.
Fr. Sudhir bought new television for CCTV
cameras in director office.

25.7.2019 Mr. Bushara with Mujahid finished
construction of the wall. Dn. Allen bought new
cases for community computers with Mr. Cham we
put two trucks of river soil in front of the
residence.

26.7.2019 Fr. Sudhir make farewell to Fr.
James Lual and organized SF recollection,
the recollection was animated by Fr. George principle of Comboni collage

28.7.2019 all the guest rooms doors and
ceiling in the residence rooms was changed
with the help of carpentry department.

29.7.2019 roughcasting of the juvenile
workshop begun, then 10 pieces i5 CPUs
were bought for the community.
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31.7.2019 Dn. Allen bought curtains for computer lab. Mr. Edmund from auto mechanic department were
dismissed.

1.8.2019 we started written exams for first year students, secretary Irene did not take one month holiday,
she was paid full salary with full overtime .

2.8.2019 Br. Arlius and Fr. Peter dung arrived from Juba, Fr. Sudhir went to pick them.
3.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir introduced them to all employees and the institute important places.
4.8.2019 we had a small meeting (Fr. Sudhir, Br. Arlius, Fr. Peter) in the evening 6:00 pm, Fr. Sudhir gave
all information about the institute teachers,
employees and timetable of the month.

5.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir, Fr. Peter, Bro. Arlius, Mr.
Mansour ( lawyer) and Miss. Irene (secretary)
started meeting all the employees one by one,
teaching and non-teaching staff, they spoke about
practical issues of the individuals, expectation of
the administration, goal, vision, legal actions and
guide line according to individual's contract,
discussion was in details, the issues of salaries was
solved, the administration evaluated daily basic
expenses of each employee also discussed about

their family background taking all possible issues
into consideration, the salaries and increment was
done just fully - lawfully after discussion with the
lawyer Mr. Mansour and the community.
Fr. James left the community to stay in St. Joseph
parish in Kalakla.
The written exams were finished for the first year.

5.8.8.2019 to 8.8.2019 the employees meetings
continued...................

9.8.2019 Fr. James Lual written from the parish to
handover to Fr. Sudhir the director of St. Joseph.

10.8.2019

Fr. Sudhir organized staff meeting
welcoming Br. Arlius, Fr. Peter Dung, Mr. AugustinoElectrical Department( New Teacher), Mr. Bolus ( New
Teacher for AC), Mr Marina( Nurse), Mr. Luka implant
raised to the lever of Asst. Teacher, Mr. Ibrahim Part
time Juvenile programme Teacher, Miss. Ibtihal and
Miss. Um Kalthoum ( new computer Teachers), and to
discuss the goals, vision, rules, regulations, follow up,
commitment, explanation of the
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handbook, introduce the automatic attendance register, introduce the CCTV cameras in workshops,
classrooms and ground.
Br. Arlius was introduced as principle of the institute and Fr. Peter as administration of the institute.

11.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir together with Fr. Joseph hung and Fr. Peter celebrated mass of Sajara. The Suzuki
broke down while going for Mass. Driver came and toe it to workshops. The Expenses were 15000 SDG +
estimated.

12.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir started meeting for new students for the first year, with their parents/guardians with
the help of Mr. Haftamu for translation at the same time the renovation of the classrooms benches and
tables continued.

13.8.2019 Bro. Arlius Sangma diagnosed with malaria. Fr. Sudhir sends him to CMC dispensary for
further check and follows up.

14.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir continued meetings with the students.
15.8.2019 Fr. Joseph Hung birthday was celebrated, he also falls sick because of long journey and fatigue
after ordination visits.

16.8.2019 we celebrated birthday of Don Bosco.
17.8.2019 we had a welcomed party for new teachers.
20.8.2019 the works of interlock were completed, Fr.
Sudhir sent uniform overall to Al- Obaid with the help of
driver Mohamed.
Fr. Peter started the administration of the community.

21.8.2019 Fr. Joseph and Br. Peter arrived from Nairobi
22.8.2019 we welcomed new arrivals and give farewell to
Fr. Victor at delegation level.

24.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir finished meetings the students and
parents, students were given overall.

28.8.2019 Br. Arlius, Fr. Peter, Mr. Joan Rizig, Mr.
Bushara and Mr. Haftamu went to Omdurman cloth
market to buy uniform for first year students, yellow
shirts and black trousers.

29.8.2019 we bought ten LCD screen for computer
lab, started work in administrator office we made
new shelves, and in the evening community went to
Kalakla gubba for farewell of Fr. Victor.

30.8.2019 the SF was animated by Fr. Lorenzo the
parish Christ of bahry.

31.8.2019 Fr. Sudhir called a general meeting of the
staff to evaluate activities of the month.
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1.9.2019 Fr. Peter celebrated mass in Kalakla Gutiya,
Bro.Arlius Sangmahelped him to reach the place.

2.9.2019 second year students join the school.
3.9.2019 Fr. Sudhir introduced Fr. Peter and Bro.Arlius
Sangma to Arch Bishop Michel Didi at his office, and
also to all palica offices.

5.9.2019 EPP members for 2019-2020, HODs and Mr.
Mansour, Irene and the community had a meeting in
Director's office to plan of the activities of the month of
September. We started renovation of room no. 1 to 4.

7.9.2019 Fr. Sudhir continued meetings the new
students of the first year (late admitted).

9.9.2019 Fr. Sudhir starts admitting second year
students with their parents/guardians. Fr. Peter brought
new pump for the generator.
We welcomed Mr. Ogael as executive officer of the
school, Fr. Sudhir introduced all staff members to the
school.
Fr. Sudhir with his team Br. Arlius, Mr. Ogel visited
the supreme council of Vocational Training Centres .

10.9.2019 We completed the juvenile workshop renovation.
11.9.2019 Fr. Taban arrived from Al-Obaid.
12.9.2019 the new compensation workshop collapsed at
night.

Workshop before constructions
14.9.2019 Fr. Taban travelled to Madagascar.

Workshop after constructions

Fr. Sudhir met the prison officers of Kobar and Gerif
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in order to reopen the juvenile program.

16.9.2019 Terios 810 broke down.
17.9.2019 Fr. Peter went to buy overall for the students with driver Mohamed.
21.9.2019 we celebrated anticipation of birthday of director Fr. Sudhir, the students and the teachers
organized wonderful cultural program for the birthday celebration.

22.9.2019 community celebrated Fr. Sudhir birthday in Bomani restaurant.
23.9.2019 community celebrated birthday of Fr.
Sudhir with friends and Salesians family.

24.9.2019 Bro. Arlius Sangma with Fr. Peter and
driver Mohamed bought food for juvenile students.
Our dog gives birth to six puppies.

26.9.2019 The General Mechanics students and

teachers started collecting scrap from the workshop.

27.9.2019 the SF recollection was animated by Fr.
Victor.

28.9.2019 Juveniles joined our school. We had our first
computer class.

30.9.2019 We had a visitor from Comboni Missionary
magazine and Fr. George.

1.10.2019 The electric department started installation of electricity in basic workshops.
3.10.2019 We fixed new fans in basic
workshops for the students. We bought 5
barrel of diesel.

5.10.2019 Fr. Sudhir met Fr. Sami Vg and
Bishop Michel Didi about the collapsed
workshop.
Jawaher from Al-Obaied arrived to process
her visa to Egypt.

8.10.2019 We printed the students handbook,
and Mr. Bushara started working for students
library.

9.10.2019 Fr. Jacob was given allowances until December 2019, Gaper and Frank continued trimming of
the trees.

12.10.2019 We had first rain of the season.
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14.10.2019 Mr. Luigi and Simon visited the site of collapsed workshop. We bought a small Epson printer
for the office. We printed hymn books for the chapel.

14-19 .10.2019 we conducted supplementary exams for the second year students.
15.10.2019 Fr. Taban was given ten vices for basic departments, it was replaced immediately.
17.10.2019 Building department renovated a stage for the assembly.
19.10.2019 we delivered first production of our carpentry department.
22.10.2019 We bought one plastic barrel to buy
diesel for the school.

24.10.2019 Fr. Joseph pl arrived from Juba to assist
the community in the absence of Fr. Sudhir.

25.10.2019 Fr. Sudhir, Bro. Arlius Sangma Mr. Tariq
and driver Mohamed went to bahri cars market. The
SF recollection was animated by Fr. Jacob.

28.10.2019 Christina Bako was paid scholarship.
29.10.2019 Maria was given her scholarship
from the delegation.
Fr. Sudhir bought new Zain modem for the
school.

31.10.2019 Fr. Sudhir travelled to India.
7.11.2019 Fr. Sudhir returned from India, he
went to attend marriage of his brother. Fr.
Sudhir brought keyboard for the community.

12.11.2019 we fixed the night lights in the
residence.

13.11.2019 we celebrated Fr. Peter Dung birthday in the community with the domestic staff we went for
supper out in a restaurant.

14.11.2019 we celebrated birthday of father Peter
in the school with the students.
The Councillors Fr. Shyjan, Fr. Waldemar, Fr.
James, Fr. Taban with his community of Al-Obaid
arrived for the delegation assembly of Sudan
communities. We had evening Eucharist golden
jubilee of Fr. James Pl in the evening.

15.11.2019 We begun delegation assembly of Fr.
Joseph Pl open the assembly Fr. Sudhir Rector
welcomed all the participants, Fr. James Lual was
on moderator and Fr. Taban was secretary, all the
members except Fr. James Lual went for supper in
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Rawabi restaurant.

16.11.2019 We concluded the delegation assembly with the Eucharist Fr. Jacob rector and parish priest Fr.
Taban rector of Al-Obaid and Fr. Sudhir rector and administrator of St. Joseph VTC, were installed in the
presence of Salesian family and cooperates.
Fr. Sudhir organised picnic for Salesians family and cooperates on the Nile river.

18.11.2019 Fr. Sudhir continued to meet third year Students with their parents.
19.11.2019 Al-Obaid community returned.
Fr. Peter and Fr. Joseph received their Sudanese driving license.

21.11.2019 Fr. Shyjan, Fr. Waldemar Fr. James
went for shopping.
Fr. Shyjan, Fr. Waldemar and Fr. Taban travelled to
Port Sudan by plane.

22.11.2019 in the evening Fr. Shyjan, Fr. Waldemar
and Fr. Taban returned from Port Sudan.

23.11.2019 Fr. Shyjan, Fr. Waldemar and Fr. James
Pl travelled to Juba.

25.11.2019 Sister Ruth provincial of Salesians
sisters visited our school.

26.11.2019 the intercom of the community was
renewed.

28.11.2019 Electricity department went for the
study tour, they were companied with Br. Luka and
Irene.

29.11.2019

Fr.

Joseph

Pl

animated

SF

recollection.

2.12.2019 We organized exams for the first and
second year students from the 2nd to 7th of
December.

5.12.2019 Fr. Sudhir, Mr. Ogel and Mohamed
went for scouting the place in Hasahisa for
teachers’ picnic.

7.12.2019 We organized Christmas party for
the employees, together with their children and
family members, Fr. Sudhir welcomed all and
explained the importance of the feast of
immaculate conception, he spoke about the
importance of cooperation and participation of
family members of our employees, then Fr.
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James Lual gave a talk on Salesians co-operators, we organized party games for all, they were given
Christmas gifts, one carton of wheat flour and 20kg sugar, then we had lunch together.

8.12.2019 Bro. Arlius Sangma travelled to Nairobi for the retreat.

9.12.2019 Fr. Sudhir met few teachers and worn them about their unpunctuality
10.12.2019 We started painting ground floor of the residence. Fr. Sudhir paid visit with Sr. Helen at the
Embassy of India. Fr. Sudhir started breaking the
remains of the collapsed workshop walls.

12.12.2019 Fr. Sudhir with Gasper Begun to
paint the chapel of the community.

14.12.2019 The results of the diploma certificate
was announced, St. Joseph technical school
performed very poor.

16.12.2019 Fr. Sudhir met in charge of both
Graif and Kober prisons.

18.12.2019 Mr. Ogel announced results of the
first semester of the school, those boys who
excel in the

exams where given appreciation. One of the
students of Don Bosco school Al-Obaid came to
say thank you to Mr. Ogel and Salesians.

23.12.2019 The administration of St. Joseph
organized staff picnic at Saburi at Giref.
The school had begun the Christmas Holiday
till 2nd January.

24.12.2019 Community joined the Parish
community for Christmas.

26.12.2019 the community went to visit the families of domestic staff.
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